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Abstract Microwave kinetic inductance detector (MKID) provides a way to build
large ground-based sub-mm instruments such as NIKA and A-MKID. For such instru-
ments, therefore, it is important to understand and characterize the response to ensure
good linearity and calibration over awide dynamic range.We propose to use theMKID
readout frequency response to determine the MKID responsivity to an input optical
source power. A signal can be measured in a KID as a change in the phase of the read-
out signal with respect to the KID resonant circle. Fundamentally, this phase change
is due to a shift in the KID resonance frequency, in turn due to a radiation induced
change in the quasiparticle number in the superconducting resonator. We show that
the shift in resonant frequency can be determined from the phase shift by using KID
phase versus frequency dependence using a previously measured resonant frequency.
Working in this calculated resonant frequency, we gain near linearity and constant
calibration to a constant optical signal applied in a wide range of operating points
on the resonance and readout powers. This calibration method has three particular
advantages: first, it is fast enough to be used to calibrate large arrays, with pixel counts
in the thousands of pixels; second, it is based on data that are already necessary to
determine KID positions; third, it can be done without applying any optical source in
front of the array.
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1 Introduction

Microwave kinetic inductance detectors (MKID) [1–3] are ideal for use in large
ground-based sub-millimetre instruments, such asA-MKID1 andNIKA [4,5], because
it is possible to read out simultaneously up to a thousand pixels with a single readout
line [6].

When a photon is absorbed by aKID, it produces a change in the kinetic inductance.
This change is visible both as a shift in the resonance frequency in the real plane (Fig.
1a) and as a change in the transmission phase in the complex plane (Fig. 1b). In
particular, the change in the resonance frequency is proportional to the change in the
kinetic inductance. Unfortunately, this shift in the resonance frequency is not directly
measurable with a single fixed bias frequency, unless a modulation readout scheme is
used [7,8].

There are different primary and secondary calibration methods, which allow for
convert measured quantity, such as phase difference, to corresponding black body
temperature difference and input signal. On sky, it is possible to use primary calibration
sources, astronomical point sources, but it requires time since every pixelmustmeasure
this calibration source. An other way is to use a sky dip, where an elevation change of
the telescope is used to calibrate the temperature scale. But this is not always possible,
because it requires good magnetic shielding and knowledge of the sky transmission.
In the lab, it is possible to calibrate an instrument with a polariser grid sweep, enabling
going from 300K load to typically 77K by varying angle of polariser. Unfortunately,
this grid can not be used to calibrate the entire telescope, because it is physically
difficult to place this grid in front of the telescope, while also the calibration done in
the labmaynot be necessarily at loading condition used on sky.A secondary calibration
source in the lab is a gortex sheet, which is slightly grey in band and is pre-calibrated
with polariser grid. Calibration time depends on the calibration scheme, it requires
more time to measure a source for every detector than to do a gortex sweep, which,
therefore, is preferable.

Linearisation of the signal can be done by a polariser grid sweep, when available,
or sky dip but different working conditions, e.g. sky or elevation varying the load
temperature, shift the resonance. A grid calibration can therefore become invalid or
not the optimumoperation point for best signal to noise. Therefore, having a calibration
scheme base on the underlying operating principle, i.e. the KID resonant frequency
change, enablesmore flexibility in particular to extrapolate between different operating
points and the primary calibration. Also, such a scheme allows for linearisation in lab
experiments where other schemes are not available.

This paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the calibration model
based on the KID resonance frequency change and we illustrate the experiment done
to test this calibration method. In Sect. 3, we explain and discuss our experimental
results and, in Sect. 4, we report our conclusions.

1 http://www3.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/div/submmtech/bolometer/A-MKID/a-mkidmain.html.
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Fig. 1 a Transmission versus readout frequency and b transmission in the complex plane. The black line
is the transmission without any signal, while the red line is the transmission with a signal. c Readout phase
versus time, as measured to calibrate with the calibrated optical signal. The feature is created at the moment
when a gortex strip is between the optical source and the detector (Color figure online)

2 Experimental Details

We start from the assumption that the responsivity of a KID is:

∂ f

∂T
= ∂ f

∂θ
· ∂θ

∂T
(1)

where f is readout frequency, T is the optical load temperature and θ is the phase
transmission. ∂ f/∂T is the responsivity, ∂ f/∂θ can be obtained directly from the
transmission by using the phase readout frequency relation (Fig. 2a), while ∂θ/∂T
can be calculated by using the calibration method based on calibrated optical signal.
For very large changes in optical power, ∂ f/∂T will have power dependence, but it
can be assumed linear for these devices over a narrow range [8]. Under this condition,
terms in the right part of the equation are inversely proportional and ∂ f/∂θ can be
used to estimate ∂θ/∂T . Therefore, we test under which condition this assumption
holds experimentally.

We used a test system created for A-MKID that allow us to measure the readout
phase and frequency of an input signal on a 880 pixel 350GHz A-MKID subarray.
We performed two sets of measurements, one to calibrate and the other to study
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Fig. 2 Readout frequencies a and readout powers in dBm b used during the measurements. On the left the
black line is the relation between phase and frequency, which could be approximated to a linear relation
only within ±1 rad (Color figure online)

the noise. We repeated all these measurements for different readout frequencies and
different readout powers (Fig. 2). The detuning positions are between ±1 resonants
bandwidths, which is the width of the resonance at half minimumdip depth. This range
is wider than ±1 rad that corresponds to quasi-linear regime in the phase-frequency
relation, as it is visible in Fig. 2a, and that allows us to analyse linearisation far off
resonance, i.e. large signal response. Here, we present the results of a representative
KID.

First, wemeasured the signal of a liquid nitrogen backgroundwhilemoving a gortex
strip in front of the array (Fig. 1c) to partially obscured the signal. This obscuration had
been previously calibrated to give a 21K signal difference on top of a liquid nitrogen
background load by comparing to a polariser grid sweep between liquid nitrogen and
300K. In particular, we measured the output phase in two moments, when the optical
source was directly observed and when the gortex strip was between the detector
and the optical source. Since we previously calibrated the strip, we could calculate
the derivative of the phase versus the temperature (Fig. 3a). We also calculated the

Fig. 3 Comparison between the measured responsivity ∂θ
∂T (a) and the predicted responsivity ∂θ

∂ f (b).
Colors correspond to different readout powers in dBm. Frequency offsets are normalised with respect to
KID bandwidths (Color figure online)
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Fig. 4 Responsivity ∂ f
∂T . It increases slightly with the readout powers and it is roughly constant with the

readout frequency, but with some deviations for the highest readout powers. Colors correspond to different
readout powers in dBm. Frequency offsets are normalised with respect to KID bandwidths (Color figure
online)

Fig. 5 Comparison between the NET calculated by using a calibrated optical source and the NET predicted
with the calibrationmethod based on the readout frequency response.Colors correspond to different readout
powers in dBm. Readout power gives some asymmetry also in the linearised NET, but the most symmetric
(∼ −70 dBm) is linear to ±10% over a very large range. Frequency offsets are normalised with respect to
KID bandwidths (Color figure online)

derivative of the phase respect to the frequency (Fig. 3b), in order to test the method
based on readout frequency response.

Second, wemeasured the signal during an interval 40 s and we calculated the power
spectral density (PSD). From the PSD we evaluated the detector photon noise, by
subtracting from the measured noise the noise level above the KID roll-off, that cor-
responds to the amplifier contribution. Then, we divided the detector photon noise for
the responsivity calculated with both methods in order to obtain the noise equivalent
temperature (NET) (Fig. 5).

3 Experimental Results and Analysis

In Fig. 3, it is shown the comparison between the responsivity measured with the
method based on a calibrated optical source ∂θ

∂T and the responsivity predicted with
the method based on readout frequency response ∂θ

∂ f . The phase responsivity is clearly
non-linear and it changes while varying the readout frequency and readout power.
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Therefore, before observing, it is important to know the combination of readout
frequency and power that maximise the responsivity and, as a consequence, the perfor-
mance of the instrument. The general shape of the optical responsivity is similar to that
from the frequency dependence. The frequency responsivity, ∂ f

∂T (Fig. 4), increases
slightly with the readout powers and it is roughly constant with the readout frequency,
but with some deviations for the highest and hence overdriven readout powers.

In Fig. 5, it is shown the comparison between the NET obtained with the two
methods. Readout power gives some asymmetry also in the linearised NET, but the
most symmetric (∼ −70 dBm) is linear to ±10% over a very large range.

4 Conclusions

We proposed and tested a calibration method based on MKID readout frequency
response that could be use in large ground-based sub-millimetre instruments. This
method as the advantage that is fast enough to be used in large arrays and it is based
on data that are already used to measure KID positions.

We measured the responsivity based on the readout frequency response, ∂θ
∂ f , and

we confirmed that it is inversely proportional to the responsivity based on a calibrated
optical source, ∂θ

∂T . Therefore, from a change in the phase response it is possible to
predict a change in the resonance frequency and, therefore, a change in the kinetic
inductance. In other words, this method can be used to calibrateMKIDs.Moreover, we
calculated NET and we confirmed that this method allows for linearisation to ±10%
over a wide range in frequency and readout powers.
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